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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an image form-
ing apparatus which enables image forming by mounting
part of the constituents for the process of recording im-
ages according to the preamble of claim 1.

Background Art

[0002] In the field of image forming apparatus such as
copiers, printers, etc., products which are enabled to
record images by mounting a process unit, developer
cartridge or the like have been conventionally developed
and put on the market. Image forming apparatus of this
type are improved in service performance such as sim-
plifying exchange of consumed parts to be used for image
forming such as consumable supplies, reducing machine
suspension time due to usage items reaching the end of
their life, reducing time for replacement of parts and sim-
plifying parts replacement tasks.
[0003] One example of a cartridge for accommodating
such usage items has been disclosed in Registered Pat-
ent No. 2704139. This is a cartridge configuration for re-
placement of consumable electrophotographic process
components. In order to achieve the image forming proc-
ess conditions suitable for the characteristics of the pho-
tosensitive member provided in this cartridge, the car-
tridge incorporates as a part thereof an information
source which represents the characteristics of the pho-
tosensitive member. This information source is detected
by the image forming apparatus so as to set up appro-
priate image forming conditions.
[0004] However, this image forming apparatus does
not take into account the environment under which the
machine is installed and operated. Accordingly, on the
part of the machine-supplying manufacturer, it is neces-
sary to prepare and store not only the cartridge parts but
also various machine bases suitable for and demanded
by the market of different environments(countries, areas,
etc.) under which the machine is installed. Therefore, it
is necessary to prepare various kinds of products ranging
from cartridge to machine base, posing a distribution cost
problem.
[0005] Thus, it is necessary to prepare a variety of
products partially different in specifications, due to the
differences in their destination, sales routes or the like.
Taking developer cartridges of a shape for storing devel-
oper as an example, various developer cartridges differ-
ent in the amount and characteristics of the developer
held therein are prepared depending upon their destina-
tions and sales routes.
[0006] Further, as to the machine bases onto which
the developer cartridge is mounted, multiple specs of ma-
chines conforming to a maintenance system(various us-
er maintenance specifications, various serviceperson
maintenance specifications) suitable for the stored

amount of developer of each developer cartridge are pre-
pared, in accordance with their destinations and sales
routes. Therefore, developer cartridges adapted to des-
tinations and sales routes and various machine bases
having different operating programs, for example, corre-
sponding to different cartridges should be kept in stock.
[0007] EP-A-0 789 322 discloses a printer/copier ap-
paratus with a replacement ink cartridge with an internal
memory. The internal memory is for storing data indica-
tive of cartridge usage, calibration and parameters for
controlling operation of the apparatus. When the ink car-
tridge is installed in the printer/copier apparatus the ap-
paratus is enabled to adjust its control parameters in ac-
cordance with the data stored in the internal memory of
the ink cartridge.
[0008] JP-A-11/223967 discloses an image forming
device with an ink cartridge with an internal memory. The
internal memory stores information indicative of the con-
stituting components executing image processing. The
control condition of the image forming control is changed
based on the individual information stored in the internal
memory of the ink cartridge.
[0009] JP-A-7/064438 discloses an image forming de-
vice with a dip switch provided at the outside of the image
forming device. The dip switch is used to set an input
voltage which corresponds to destinations at the time of
shipping from a factory or to set a working voltage during
device installation. Depending on the switch position a
controller unit judges and determines fixing-temperature
control and then controls the turn-on and turn-off of a
heater according to the determination result, so as to
control fixing temperature.
[0010] JP-A-11/327368 discloses a developer unit for
an image forming apparatus which comprises a devel-
oper information module in which various data associat-
ed with the management of the developer unit and the
developer is stored. The information stored in the devel-
oper information module is used to perform an optimal
control suitable for the developer, thereby obtaining high-
est printing quality even when the developer is changed.
[0011] It is therefore an object of the present invention
to provide an image forming apparatus which, based on
the information obtained from a usage item mounted to
the image forming machine base, determines the oper-
ational environment under which the machine is installed,
and which is operated in accordance with the operational
environment thus determined.

Disclosure of Invention

[0012] In order to achieve the above object, the present
invention is configured as follows:
[0013] The first aspect of the present invention resides
in an image forming apparatus for forming images on
recording media, comprising the features of claim 1.
[0014] The second aspect of the present invention re-
sides in the image forming apparatus having the above
first aspect, and bring characterized by to features of
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claim 2.
[0015] The third aspect of the present invention resides
in the image forming apparatus having the above first or
second aspect, wherein the controller checks if each part
in the apparatus is capable of operating within the deter-
mined destination.
[0016] The fourth aspect of the present invention re-
sides in the image forming apparatus having any one of
the above first through third aspect s, wherein the con-
tainer is a fixing unit, and the information managed by
the management portion is information as to fixing con-
ditions of the fixing unit.
[0017] The fifth aspect of the present invention resides
in the image forming apparatus having any one of the
above first through third aspect s and comprising the fea-
tures of claim 5.
[0018] The sixth aspect of the present invention re-
sides in the image forming apparatus having any one of
the above first through third aspect s, wherein the oper-
ating condition is a language to be displayed on a display
portion of the apparatus.
[0019] The seventh aspect of the present invention re-
sides in the image forming apparatus having any one of
the above first through third aspects, wherein the oper-
ating condition is power supply voltage to be supplied to
the apparatus.
[0020] The eighth aspect of the present invention re-
sides in the image forming apparatus having any one of
the above first through seventh aspects and comprising
the features of claim 8.
[0021] The ninth aspect of the present invention re-
sides in the image forming apparatus having any one of
the above first through seventh aspects and comprising
the features of claim 9.
[0022] The tenth aspect of the present invention re-
sides in the image forming apparatus having any one of
the above first through ninth aspects and comprising the
features of claim 10.
[0023] In the present invention, based on the informa-
tion obtained from the usage item container mounted to
the machine base, the operational environment under
which the apparatus will be installed at a local site is
determined. That is, each container has different char-
acteristics corresponding to the installed site(destination)
where it is used with the image forming apparatus and
has the information as to the characteristics in the man-
agement portion. When this usage item container is
mounted to the image forming apparatus, the controller
of the image forming apparatus, based on the information
of this usage item container, adjusts the necessary parts
of the image forming apparatus to the operating condi-
tions matching the environment of the installed site(des-
tination).
[0024] In this case, the container is a developer supply
cartridge or a fixing unit, for example. The consumable
item stored in the developer supply cartridge is a devel-
oper. The constituents contained in the fixing unit are
fixing rollers and a heater. The information as to the con-

stituent and consumable item includes the life information
(the life time matching the country or site where the ma-
chine is installed: the used amount of developer or re-
placement timing of the fixing unit, etc.), the characteris-
tics information(the characteristics suited for the country
or site where the machine is installed: the developer ma-
terial, fixing conditions, etc.). The operational environ-
ment designated by the controller includes the destina-
tion of the apparatus, the used language, the power sup-
ply voltage and warning management and display man-
agement of the timings and types of maintenance(types
of user maintenance, types of serviceperson mainte-
nance).
[0025] In this way, necessary conditions in accordance
with the environment (destination country, installed site,
etc.) under which the machine is installed are automati-
cally set up, so that the various on-site setting of condi-
tions needed up to now becomes no longer necessary.
The setting of the timings and types of maintenance
based on the life times and characteristics of items used
resulting from difference in maintenance type becomes
unnecessary too. Since the machine base can be used
in common, this configuration is advantageous in cost
throughout the stages of commodity production, stock
and shipment, because it is no longer necessary to line
up many kinds of machine bases, as have been needed
conventionally.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0026]

Fig.1 is a sectional structural view showing one em-
bodiment of an image forming apparatus in accord-
ance with the present invention;
Fig.2 is a partially enlarged sectional structural view
showing the same image forming apparatus;
Fig.3 is a sectional structural view showing an image
forming apparatus with its developer cartridge re-
moved;
Fig.4 is a sectional structural view showing a devel-
oper cartridge;
Fig.5 is a block diagram showing a controller and a
unit to be mounted to the machine base; and
Fig.6 is a flowchart showing the control sequence
from collection of information as to a developer car-
tridge to setting of the environment for the image
forming apparatus.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0027] The embodiment of the present invention will
be described hereinbelow.
[0028] Fig.1 is a sectional structural view showing one
embodiment of an image forming apparatus in accord-
ance with of the present invention. Fig.2 is a partially
enlarged sectional structural view showing this image
forming apparatus. This image forming apparatus is a
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laser printer, to which an image processor such as a per-
sonal computer is connected so that image data from this
externally connected device is recorded to be output. As
shown in Fig.1, this machine base 1 includes a recording
media feeder 2, electrophotographic processor assem-
bly 3, fixing unit 4, recording media output portion 5, pow-
er and control unit 6.
[0029] Recording media feeder 2 for storing recording
media is arranged under and within machine base 1 so
that it is not projected from the machine base 1. This
recording media feeder 2 has a recording media storage
tray 11. For setting recording media, the feeder is drawn
to the front of image forming machine base 1, so that
recording media is supplied or replaced with another. The
recording media, separated and fed, sheet by sheet, from
this recording media feeder 2 are successively fed to
electrophotographic processor assembly 3, in synchro-
nization.
[0030] Electrophotographic processor assembly 3 is
arranged in the approximate center of machine base 1.
As shown in Fig.2, electrophotographic processor as-
sembly 3 has a photosensitive drum 12, and further in-
cludes a charger roller 13 for uniformly charging the pho-
tosensitive drum 12 surface, an optical scanning unit 14
for scanning an optical image on the uniformly electrified
photosensitive drum 12 to write an electrostatic latent
image thereon, a developing unit 15 for developing the
static latent image written by optical scanning unit 14 with
the developer, a transfer unit 16 for transferring the image
recorded and reproduced on photosensitive drum 12 on-
to the recording medium and a cleaning unit 17 for re-
moving the leftover developer on photosensitive drum 12
so as to allow a next cycle of image recording on photo-
sensitive drum 12, all being arranged around the photo-
sensitive drum 12, in the order mentioned.
[0031] The recording medium fed from recording me-
dia feeder 2 is sequentially fed into the nip between pho-
tosensitive drum 12 and transfer unit 16 in electrophoto-
graphic processor assembly 3, in synchronization so that
the recorded and reproduced image on photosensitive
drum 12 is transferred to the medium.
[0032] A fixing unit 4 is arranged above electrophoto-
graphic processor assembly 3 so as to successively re-
ceive the recording media with images transferred ther-
eon and fuse and fix the developer images transferred
on the recording media and discharge them out of the
machine. The recording medium with an image recorded
thereon is received by recording media output portion 5
on the top of the image forming apparatus.
[0033] Arranged in the space above and below optical
scanning unit 14 is a power and control unit 6. That is,
power and control unit 6 includes a process control unit
(PCU) board for controlling the electrophotographic proc-
ess, an interface board for receiving image data from
external devices, an image control unit(ICU) board for
subjecting the image data received through the interface
board to predetermined image processes and recording
the image by scanning of optical scanning unit 14, a pow-

er unit for supplying electric power to these boards and
units, and the like.
[0034] In the description herein, a configuration of a
single recording media feeder 2 for storing recording me-
dia is described, but more than one recording media feed-
er 2 may be incorporated in machine base 1.
[0035] Next, the overall operation of the image forming
apparatus will be described.
[0036] Photosensitive drum 12 is uniformly charged by
charger unit 13 and is written with an optical image by
optical scanning unit 14. In order to make the electrostatic
latent image thus formed on photosensitive drum 12 vis-
ual, the developer is stored in developing unit 15 provided
in electrophotographic processor assembly 3. This de-
veloper is supplied from a developer roller 21 to which a
bias voltage is applied, to the static latent image. In this
way, the static latent image on photosensitive drum 12
is developed with the developer to be reproduced as a
visual image.
[0037] Since the developer in developing unit 15 is
consumed as every static latent image is developed, a
predetermined amount of developer is supplied to devel-
oping unit 15 from a developer supply unit 18 located on
the left side of developing unit 15.
[0038] Further, the developer image reproduced on
photosensitive drum 12 as a visual image is transferred
to the recording medium by transfer unit 16, but a small
amount of developer is left over on photosensitive drum
12.
[0039] This developer is removed and collected by
cleaning unit 17 so that photosensitive drum 12 is set
ready for a next cycle of image recording. The developer
removed and collected hereby is returned to the afore-
mentioned developer supply unit 18 by way of the col-
lecting path. This developer is prone to be polluted with
foreign substances such as paper particles etc., gener-
ated in the transfer step, so if it is directly returned into
developer supply unit 18, this will contaminate with fresh
developer, affecting the quality of the image reproduced
in the development step. To deal with this, a filter remov-
ing foreign substances involved in the developer is pro-
vided in the collection path that allows the developer to
be collected to developer supply unit 18. This filter is in-
tegrally formed with developer supply unit 18 so that the
filter can be replaced when the developer supply unit 18
is replaced with a fresh unit.
[0040] Fig.3 shows the image forming apparatus with
developer supply unit 18 removed from electrophoto-
graphic processor assembly 3. Fig. 4 is a sectional view
showing developer supply unit 18. The developer supply
unit is used as the means for storing the developer to be
used for image forming and this is detachably mounted
to machine base 1. Therefore, when developer supply
unit 18 shown in Fig.4 is mounted to the predetermined
position(shown by the broken line) of electrophotograph-
ic processor assembly 3 in Fig.3, the unit is set as shown
in Fig.2 so that the developer can be supplied from de-
veloper supply unit 18 to developing unit 15.
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[0041] Fig.5 is a block diagram showing a controller
and the unit to be mounted to the machine base. Fig. 6
is a flowchart showing the control sequence from collec-
tion of information as to the developer cartridge to setting
of the environment for the image forming apparatus.
[0042] As shown in Fig.5, unit(developer supply unit)
18 to be mounted to the predetermined position of ma-
chine base 1 has a management portion 31 managing
an information source (magnetic memory, semiconduc-
tor memory, optical recognition memory, bar codes,
seals, characters, etc.) concerning the amount of devel-
oper stored therein and the characteristics of the devel-
oper.
[0043] Power and control unit 6 of machine base 1 has
a detector 32 and a controller 33. Controller 33 is com-
prised of a memory 34, decision portion 35, maintenance
controller 36, display controller 37, units controller 38 and
diagnosing portion 39.
[0044] As detector 32, a suitable information reader is
selected based on the type of the information source
(magnetic memory, semiconductor memory, optical rec-
ognition memory, bar codes, seals, characters, etc.).
[0045] Next, the operation of each part will be de-
scribed with reference to Figs.5 and 6.
[0046] When unit(developer supply unit) 18 is mounted
to the predetermined position of machine base 1(Step
S1), detector 32 disposed on the machine side extracts
the information managed by management prtion 31 of
unit 18(Step S2). Based on the management information,
decision portion 35 of controller 33 determines the char-
acteristics of developer supply unit(cartridge) 18 so as
to decide the operating conditions of each unit portion
(Step S3).
[0047] At the same time, the operational environment
under which the machine will be installed is decided on
based on the determined result(Step S4). Once the op-
erating conditions of all the parts have been determined
in the above way, diagnosing portion 39 checks all the
unit portions other than unit 18(Step S5) and judges
whether the machine is able to operate under the oper-
ational environment under which it will be installed(Step
S6). For example, when the machine was determined to
be destined for the United States market, it is checked
beforehand if the power unit and fixing unit are adapted
to 200 volts.
[0048] If it is not adapted thereto, a warning to check
whether a correct unit 18 is mounted is given to the op-
eration. If it is adapted thereto, diagnosing portion 39
recalls the information of the previous operational envi-
ronment(the environment set up based on the previously
mounted unit 18) from memory 34 and checks whether
the current environment is the same as the previous one.
[0049] If the current environment is the same as the
previous one(or if this is the first setting), according to
the instruction from decision portion 35, the maintenance
environment(notice management and display manage-
ment as to the timings, types, etc. of maintenance) of
machine base 1 is automatically set at maintenance con-

troller 36, the display language(Japanese display, Eng-
lish display or the like) is automatically set at display con-
troller 37, the operating and control conditions of the in-
dividual units (power supply voltage, fixing temperature
control, etc.) are automatically set at units controller 38
(Step S9).
[0050] Though the above description was made refer-
ring to a configuration in which the information of the de-
veloper supply unit(cartridge) 18 storing the developer is
used to set the operational environment under which the
machine is installed, other constituting parts used for the
image forming process, e.g., fixing unit 4, may be used.
Since the power supply voltages differ depending on the
destinations, the specifications of the heating device
(heater) for fixing in fixing unit 4 can be different. There-
fore, the operational environment under which the ma-
chine is installed may be determined and automatically
set similarly based on the information as to fixing unit 4.
[0051] Description will be made of the problem when
the determined result at Step S8 differs from the previous
one.
[0052] Though it can not normally happen, if a wrong
unit is miss-mounted and diagnosing portion 39 deter-
mines that the operational environment has changed
from the previous one, a request for the operator to check
is displayed (Step S10). This step is to prevent the main-
tenance cycle from being disordered, the operation from
becoming unstable or the machine from breaking down
in the worst case, due to setting of a different unit from
the previous one.
[0053] However, there are possibilities that the main-
tenance regime may change because of an office move.
In such a case, it is possible to alter the setup variables
within the specified ranges by special control by a special
operator such as a serviceperson(Step S11).
[0054] When the setup variables cannot be adjusted
so as to fall within the specified ranges, another, con-
formable unit 18, is set instead (Step S12) and the oper-
ation returns to Step S2. If no unit is reset, the check
request display state will continue(Step S10).
[0055] Detector 32, in addition to reading of the infor-
mation from management portion 31, detects and mon-
itors the conditions of consumable items(the used
amount, timing of replacement of developer and the like)
in unit 18. The detected data is sent to controller 33. De-
cision portion 35 of controller 33 resets the maintenance
environment(notice management and display manage-
ment as to the timings, types, etc. of maintenance) at
maintenance controller 36, for example.
[0056] As has been described, according to the first
aspect of the present invention, when the apparatus is
installed, mounting the container including a constituent
or consumable item suitable for the environment of the
installed location enables the controller to automatically
set necessary conditions without the necessity of fine
adjustment of setting by serviceperson as needed con-
ventionally, so that the apparatus is able to be ready to
operate under the environment of the installed location.
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This improves the efficiency of setup work by the servi-
ceperson, reducing the time from the carrying-in to the
completion of installation. Further, this configuration is
effective in the aspect of managing trade inventories with-
in the market and makes it possible to reduce the cost
and hence lower the market price.
[0057] This configuration makes unnecessary the set-
ting of the maintenance system(timings, types or the like)
depending on the life and characteristics of the constit-
uent or consumable item, derived from the difference in
user maintenance specifications and serviceperson
maintenance specifications. Further, since the machine
base can be commonly used, this configuration is advan-
tageous in cost throughout the stages of commodity pro-
duction, stock and shipment, because it is no longer nec-
essary to line up many kinds of machine bases, as have
been needed conventionally.
[0058] In accordance with the second aspect of the
present invention, since the detector monitors the con-
dition of the constituent and consumable item mounted
to the machine base, it is possible to manage the life and
other factors based on the information as to the constit-
uent or consumable item, thus achieving effective main-
tenance.
[0059] In accordance with the third aspect of the
present invention, since it is checked whether the appa-
ratus is adapted to operate under the operational envi-
ronment at the installed site, determined based on the
information obtained from the constituent or consumable
item attached to the machine base, it is possible to pre-
vent occurrence of troubles in maintenance management
due to difference of the constituent or consumable item
in life and occurrence of the image quality being affected
due to difference of the consumable item in characteris-
tics, resulting from mis-attachment of a wrong constituent
or consumable item.
[0060] In accordance with the fourth aspect of the
present invention, since the management portion man-
ages the information as to fixing conditions, it is possible
to automatically set up the fixing conditions of the fixing
unit, which need to be adjusted depending on the power
supply voltage at the local site. Further, according to fifth
to seventh aspects of the present invention, since the
operational environment determined by the controller is
the destination at which the apparatus is installed, the
language to be displayed on the display, and the power
supply voltage at the local site, it is possible to automat-
ically set necessary conditions relating to these factors.
[0061] In accordance with the eighth aspect of the
present invention, once the operational environment of
the machine base has been determined, the determined
operational environment will not be able to be changed
thereafter. Therefore, once the apparatus is installed at
a local site, it is possible to prevent occurrence of troubles
in maintenance management due to difference of the
constituent or consumable item in life and occurrence of
the image quality being affected due to difference of the
consumable item in characteristics, resulting from mis-

attachment of a wrong constituent or consumable item.
[0062] In accordance with the ninth aspect of the
present invention, once the operational environment of
the machine base has been determined, the controller is
able to vary the determined operational environment
thereafter within the predetermined range. Therefore,
once the apparatus is installed at a local site, it is possible
to prevent occurrence of troubles in maintenance man-
agement due to difference of the constituent or consum-
able item in life and occurrence of the image quality being
affected due to difference of the consumable item in char-
acteristics, resulting from mis-attachment of a wrong con-
stituent or consumable item.
[0063] There are possibilities that the maintenance en-
vironment may change because of an office move, pur-
chase of a second-hand machine or the like. To deal with
such a case, this configuration is adapted to allow the
operational environment of the apparatus to be changed
within the specified range.
[0064] In accordance with the tenth aspect of the
present invention, if a container which needs a change
of the operational environment is mounted to the machine
base in the course of usage, the operator is informed of
this fact. Therefore, once the apparatus is installed at a
local site, it is possible to prevent occurrence of troubles
in maintenance management due to difference of the
constituent or consumable item in life and occurrence of
the image quality being affected due to difference of the
consumable item in characteristics, resulting from mis-
attachment of a wrong constituent or consumable item.
[0065] There are possibilities that the maintenance en-
vironment may change because of an office move, pur-
chase of a second hand machine or the like. Therefore,
this configuration is adapted to allow the operational en-
vironment of the apparatus to be changed within the
specified range, only after giving a warning to the user
and their recognition of it.

Industrial Applicability

[0066] The image forming apparatus according to the
present invention is a type of image forming apparatus
which is enabled to form images by mounting part of the
constituents, for example, attachment of a process unit,
developer cartridge, and the like, for the process of re-
cording images and is suitable to be applied to the con-
figuration in which the operational process, setup condi-
tions and the like are varied in accordance with the op-
erational environment at the installed site of the appara-
tus.

Claims

1. An image forming apparatus for forming images on
recording media, comprising:

a container (4, 18) of a constituent or consum-
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able item to be used for image forming, including
the constituent or consumable item and being
removably attached to a machine base (1);
a management portion (31) that is provided on
the container (4, 18) and that is configured to
manage information as to the constituent or con-
sumable item contained in the container (4, 18);
a detector (32) that is configured to extract the
information managed by the management por-
tion (31); and
a controller (33) for controlling the operations of
various parts in the apparatus including the con-
tainer based on the managed information ex-
tracted by the detector (32),
characterized in that the container (4, 18) con-
tains a constituent or consumable item suitable
for a destination where the container (4, 18) is
to be used and
the information managed by the management
portion (31) is information as to the constituent
or consumable item suitable for the destination,
and
the controller (33) is configured to determine the
destination where the apparatus will be in-
stalled, based on the managed information ex-
tracted by the detector (32), and to automatically
set operating conditions of the various parts of
the apparatus in accordance with the deter-
mined destination.

2. The image forming apparatus according to Claim 1,
being characterized in that:

the detector (32) is also configured to detect a
condition of the constituent or consumable item,
wherein the controller (33), based on the detect-
ed result, is configured to monitor the condition
of the constituent or consumable item.

3. The image forming apparatus according to Claim 1,
characterized in that the controller (33) is config-
ured to check if each part in the apparatus is capable
of operating within the determined destination.

4. The image forming apparatus according to Claim 1
or 3, characterized in that the container is a fixing
unit (4), and the information managed by the man-
agement portion (31) is information as to fixing con-
ditions of the fixing unit (4).

5. The image forming apparatus according to Claim 1
or 3, characterized in that the operating condition
is a maintenance environment of the apparatus.

6. The image forming apparatus according to Claim 1
or 3, characterized in that the operating condition
is a language to be displayed on a display portion of
the apparatus.

7. The image forming apparatus according to Claim 1
or 3, characterized in that the operating condition
is power supply voltage to be supplied to the appa-
ratus.

8. The image forming apparatus according to Claim 1
or 3, characterized in that once the operating con-
ditions have been set, the controller (33) cannot
change the operating conditions thereafter.

9. The image forming apparatus according to Claim or
3, characterized in that once the operating condi-
tions have been set, the controller (33) is able to vary
the operating conditions thereafter within the prede-
termined range.

10. The image forming apparatus according to Claim 1
or 3, characterized in that if a container (4, 18)
which needs a change of operating condition is
mounted in the course of usage, the controller (33)
is configured such as to inform an operator of a fact.

Patentansprüche

1. Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung zum Ausbilden von Bil-
dern auf Aufzeichnungsmedien,
mit:

einem Behälter (4, 18) eines Bestandteils oder
eines Verbrauchsartikels, der für die Bilderzeu-
gung zu verwenden ist, welcher den Bestandteil
oder den Verbrauchsartikel aufweist und ent-
fernbar an einem Maschinengrundteil (1) ange-
bracht ist,
einem Managementabschnitt (31), welcher am
Behälter (4, 18) angebracht ist und welcher dazu
ausgebildet ist, Information in Bezug auf den Be-
standteil oder den Verbrauchsartikel, der im Be-
hälter (4, 18) enthalten ist, zu handhaben,
einem Detektor (32), der dazu ausgebildet ist,
die Information zu extrahieren, die durch den
Managementbereich (31) gehandhabt wird, und
einer Steuerung (33) zum Steuern der Vorgänge
verschiedener Bereiche in der Vorrichtung ein-
schließlich des Behälters, und zwar auf der
Grundlage der gehandhabten Information, die
vom Detektor (32) extrahiert wurde,
dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass der Behälter (4, 18) einen Bestandteil oder
einen Verbrauchsartikel aufweist, der geeignet
ist zur Bestimmung, wo der Behälter (4, 18) zu
verwenden ist,
wobei die vom Managementbereich (31) ge-
handhabte Information Information in Bezug auf
den Bestandteil oder den Verbrauchsartikel ist,
der für die Bestimmung geeignet ist, und
dass die Steuerung (33) ausgebildet ist, die Be-
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stimmung zu ermitteln, wo die Vorrichtung an-
gebracht wird, und zwar auf der Grundlage der
vom Detektor (32) extrahierten gehandhabten
Information, und um automatisch Betriebsbe-
dingungen der verschiedenen Bereiche der Vor-
richtung gemäß der ermittelten Bestimmung au-
tomatisch einzustellen.

2. Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass der Detektor (32) auch ausgebildet ist, eine
Bedingung des Bestandteils oder des Verbrauchs-
artikels zu ermitteln,
wobei die Steuerung (33) auf der Grundlage des er-
mittelten Ergebnisses ausgebildet ist, die Bedingung
des Bestandteils oder des Verbrauchsartikels zu
überwachen.

3. Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass die Steuerung (33) ausgebildet ist zu überprü-
fen, ob jeder Bereich der Vorrichtung in der Lage ist,
in der ermittelten Bestimmung betrieben zu werden.

4. Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 3,
dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass der Behälter eine Fixiereinheit (4) ist und dass
die vom Managementbereich (31) gehandhabte In-
formation Information in Bezug auf die Fixierbedin-
gungen der Fixiereinheit (4) ist.

5. Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 3,
dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass die Betriebsbedingung eine Wartungsumge-
bung der Vorrichtung ist.

6. Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 3,
dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass die Betriebsbedingung eine Sprache ist, die
an einem Anzeigebereich der Vorrichtung anzuzei-
gen ist.

7. Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 3,
dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass die Betriebsbedingung eine Versorgungs-
spannung ist, die der Vorrichtung zuzuführen ist.

8. Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 3,
dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass, sobald die Betriebsbedingungen einmal ein-
gestellt sind, die Steuerung (33) die Betriebsbedin-
gungen nachfolgend nicht mehr ändern kann.

9. Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 3,
dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass, sobald die Betriebsbedingungen einmal ein-
gestellt sind, die Steuerung (33) in der Lage ist, die
Betriebsbedingungen nachfolgend innerhalb eines

vorbestimmten Bereiches zu variieren.

10. Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 3,
dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass, wenn ein Behälter (4, 18), welcher eine Ver-
änderung der Betriebsbedingungen benötigt, im Zu-
ge der Verwendung angebracht wird, die Steuerung
(33) ausgebildet ist, den Bediener über diesen Um-
stand zu informieren.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de formation d’images, destiné à former
des images sur un support d’enregistrement,
comportant :

un conteneur (4, 18) d’un élément constitutif ou
consommable destiné à être utilisé pour la for-
mation d’images, incluant l’élément constitutif
ou consommable, et étant solidaire et démon-
table d’une base de machine (1) ;
une partie de gestion (31), placée sur le conte-
neur (4, 18), et configurée pour gérer des infor-
mations concernant l’élément constitutif ou con-
sommable contenu dans le conteneur (4, 18) ;
un détecteur (32), configuré pour extraire les in-
formations gérées par la partie de gestion (31) ;
et
un contrôleur (33) destiné à contrôler les opé-
rations de différentes parties du dispositif, y
compris le conteneur, en fonction des informa-
tions gérées extraites par le détecteur (32),
caractérisé en ce que le conteneur (4, 18) con-
tient un élément constitutif ou consommable
conçu pour une destination où le conteneur (4,
18) doit être utilisé, et
les informations gérées par la partie de gestion
(31) sont des informations concernant le fait que
l’élément constitutif ou consommable est adapté
pour la destination, et
le contrôleur (33) est configuré pour déterminer
la destination où le dispositif sera installé, en
fonction des informations gérées extraites par
le détecteur (32), et pour définir automatique-
ment des conditions d’exploitation des différen-
tes parties du dispositif en fonction de la desti-
nation déterminée.

2. Dispositif de formation d’images selon la revendica-
tion 1, caractérisé en ce que :

le détecteur (32) est également configuré pour
détecter une condition de l’élément constitutif
ou consommable, dans lequel le contrôleur (33),
en fonction du résultat détecté, est configuré
pour surveiller la condition de l’élément consti-
tutif ou consommable.
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3. Dispositif de formation d’images selon la revendica-
tion 1, caractérisé en ce que le contrôleur (33) est
configuré pour vérifier si chacune des parties du dis-
positif est capable de fonctionner à la destination
déterminée.

4. Dispositif de formation d’images selon la revendica-
tion 1 ou 3, caractérisé en ce que le conteneur est
une unité de fixage (4), et les informations gérées
par la partie de gestion (31) sont des informations
concernant les conditions de fixage de l’unité de fixa-
ge (4).

5. Dispositif de formation d’images selon la revendica-
tion 1 ou 3, caractérisé en ce que la condition de
fonctionnement est un environnement de mainte-
nance du dispositif.

6. Dispositif de formation d’images selon la revendica-
tion 1 ou 3, caractérisé en ce que la condition de
fonctionnement est un langage qui doit être affiché
sur une partie d’affichage du dispositif.

7. Dispositif de formation d’images selon la revendica-
tion 1 ou 3, caractérisé en ce que la condition de
fonctionnement est une tension d’alimentation ap-
pliquée au dispositif.

8. Dispositif de formation d’images selon la revendica-
tion 1 ou 3, caractérisé en ce que, une fois les con-
ditions de fonctionnement définies, le contrôleur (33)
ne peut modifier ultérieurement les conditions de
fonctionnement.

9. Dispositif de formation d’images selon la revendica-
tion 1 ou 3, caractérisé en ce que, une fois les con-
ditions de fonctionnement définies, le contrôleur (33)
peut modifier ultérieurement les conditions de fonc-
tionnement dans la plage de fonctionnement prédé-
terminée.

10. Dispositif de formation d’images selon la revendica-
tion 1 ou 3, caractérisé en ce que, si un conteneur
(4, 18), qui nécessite un changement de condition
de fonctionnement, est monté en cours d’utilisation,
le contrôleur (33) est configuré afin d’informer un
opérateur de cet état de fait.
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